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Chapter

INTRODUCTION TO CLOUD

What is Cloud Computing
Cloud Computing is Internet-based processing, where computing infrastructure,
software applications, business processes and collaboration and information
capabilities are delivered to computers and other devices (such as smart phones and
tablet PCs) on demand over the Internet. It's just the metaphor used to describe
capabilities that are available via the Internet.

Popular Services on The cloud
Popular public email services like Yahoo!, Hot Mail or Gmail are already taking
advantage of cloud computing. Your email Inbox, Sent, Drafts, Deleted and Contacts
files are hosted on the provider's computer servers. Additional services from providers
such as Microsoft Messenger and Google might also be taking advantage of instant
messaging or blogging features, are also cloud-based services that make
communicating with friends, family and business associates easy and efficient.

Essential Characteristics of Cloud Technology
Cloud services exhibit five essential characteristics that demonstrate their relation to,
and differences from, traditional computing approaches:



On-demand self-service:

A consumer can unilaterally provision computing capabilities
such as server time and network storage as needed automatically, without
requiring human interaction with a service provider.



Broad network access:



Resource pooling: The

Capabilities are available over the network and accessed
through standard mechanisms that promote use by heterogeneous thin or thick
client platforms (e.g., mobile phones, laptops, and PDAs) as well as other
traditional or cloud-based software services.
provider’s computing resources are pooled to serve multiple
consumers using a multi-tenant model, with different physical and virtual resources
dynamically assigned and reassigned according to consumer demand. There is a
degree of location independence in that the customer generally has no control or
knowledge over the exact location of the provided resources, but may be able to
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specify location at a higher level of abstraction (e.g., country, state, or datacenter).
Examples of resources include storage, processing, memory, network bandwidth,
and virtual machines. Even private clouds tend to pool resources between different
parts of the same organization.


Rapid elasticity:

Capabilities can be rapidly and elastically provisioned — in some
cases automatically — to quickly scale out; and rapidly released to quickly scale
in. To the consumer, the capabilities available for provisioning often appear to be
unlimited and can be purchased in any quantity at any time.



Measured service: Cloud

systems automatically control and optimize resource usage
by leveraging a metering capability at some level of abstraction appropriate to the
type of service (e.g., storage, processing, bandwidth, or active user accounts).
Resource usage can be monitored, controlled, and reported — providing
transparency for both the provider and consumer of the service.
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Chapter

CLOUD
ARCHITECTURE

A cloud computing system can be divided into two sections: the front end and
the back end. They connect to each other through a network, usually the Internet. The
front end is the side the computer user, or client sees and use to access the cloud
services. The back end is the "cloud" section of the system.
The front end includes the client's computer (or computer network) and the
application required to access the cloud computing system. Not all cloud computing
systems have the same user interface. Services like Web-based e-mail programs
leverage existing Web browsers like Internet Explorer or Firefox. Other systems have
unique applications that provide network access to clients. Many provide remote
access via SSH or VNC connections.
On the back end of the system are the various computers, servers and data storage
systems that create the "cloud" of computing services. In theory, a cloud computing
system could include practically any computer program you can imagine, from data
processing to video games. Usually, each application will have its own
dedicated server
.
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Chapter

SECURITY AND PRIVACY IN
THE CLOUD

A central server administers the system, monitoring traffic and client demands to
ensure everything runs smoothly. It follows a set of rules called protocols and uses a
special kind of software called controller/middleware. Controller allows networked
components to communicate with each other. Usually it also provides a web or API
interface to configure/reconfigure the Cloud.
Most of the time, servers don't run at full capacity. That means there's unused
processing power going to waste. It's possible to fool a physical server into thinking it's
actually multiple servers, each running with its own independent operating system by a
Hypervisor. The technique is called server virtualization. By maximizing the output of
individual servers, server virtualization reduces the need for more physical machines.
If a cloud computing company has a lot of clients, there's likely to be a high demand for
a lot of storage space. Some companies require hundreds of digital storage devices.
Cloud computing systems need at least twice the number of storage devices it
requires to keep all its clients' information stored. That's because these devices,
like all computers, occasionally break down. A cloud computing system must make a
copy of all its clients' information and store it on other devices called backup storage.
The copies enable the central server to access backup machines to retrieve data that
otherwise would be unreachable.
Any external communication from client to VM’s in the cloud has to go through CIM
firewall (Customer Isolation Module)in addition to the hypervisor's own security
features. This anti-spoof/anti-sniff firewall ensures that thousands of virtual machines
can be hosted in complete isolation.

3.1 Legal Issues
The legal issues that arise in cloud computing are wide ranging. Significant issues
regarding privacy of data and data security exist, specifically as they relate to
protecting personally identifiable information of individuals, but also as they relate
to protection of sensitive and potentially confidential business information either
directly accessible through or gleaned from the cloud systems (e.g., identification of
a company’s customer by evaluating traffic across the network). Additionally, there
are multiple contracting models under which cloud services may be offered to
customers (e.g., licensing, service agreements, on-line agreements, etc.). The
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appropriate model depends on the nature of the services as well as the potential
sensitivity of the systems being implemented or data being released into the cloud.
In this regard, the risk profile (i.e., which party bears the risk of harm in certain
foreseeable and other not-so-foreseeable situations) of the agreement and the cloud
provider’s limits on its liability also require a careful look when reviewing contracting
models. Additionally, complex jurisdictional issues may arise due to the potential for
data to reside in disparate or multiple geographies. This geographical diversity is
inherent in cloud service offerings. This means that both virtualization of and
physical locations of servers storing and processing data may potentially impact
what country’s law might govern in the event of a data breach or intrusion into cloud
systems. Jurisdictional matters also determine the country’s law that is applicable to
data and information that may be moved geographically among data centers around
the world at any given point in time. Finally, commercial and business considerations
require some attention. What happens to customer information, applications, and
data when a cloud provider is acquired? What are the implications for that same set
of information, applications, and data when a cloud provider is files bankruptcy or
ceases to do business?

3.2 Security from a technical aspect
As in cloud we're not in control of our computing environment, and thus must trust
that the purveyor of the cloud services we use is both honest and competent.
It doesn't matter if you encrypt your data in transit (e.g. with SSL (Secure Sockets
Layer) or Transport Layer Security) - that only saves you from external interception
and manipulation. Your data has to be (along with the encryption keys) unencrypted
in the Random-Access Memory of the "computer" (real or virtual) that your
application is running on, in order for your software to manipulate it. How do you
know that the "computer" hasn't been paused, and all RAM copied off? Or, worse,
changed? Those two techniques are a standard part of every computer
programmer's toolbox. They're used in debugging software every day.
Another attack vector is the virtual switching environment itself, which is susceptible
to the same genre of attacks that physically switched environments are affected by
such as 802.1q VLAN encapsulation within encapsulation attacks, ARP cache
poisoning, network MITM, surreptitious traffic analysis of virtual switched traffic etc.

3.3 Protecting a Cloud User’s Access to Its Data
Though the ability for the cloud user to have continual access to the cloud service is a
top consideration, a close second, at least from a business continuity standpoint, is
keeping access to its data. This section introduces three scenarios that a cloud user
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should contemplate when placing its data into the cloud. There are no clear answers
in any scenario. The most conservative or risk averse cloud user may consider having
a plan to keep a copy of its cloud-stored dataset in a location not affiliated with the
cloud provider.

Scenario 1: Cloud Provider Files for Bankruptcy. In a bankruptcy proceeding,
data are treated as a non-intellectual asset and under Section 363 of the U.S.
Bankruptcy Code, and it is subject to disposition in a manner similar to other nonintellectual assets. Data may be consumer-type data, or it may be the business-level
transaction data of the bankrupt cloud provider’s business customers. Regardless of
the type of data, the interests of the cloud provider and the cloud user with respect
to the data will most likely diverge upon the filing of a bankruptcy. The bankrupt
cloud provider wants to create as much value in the company as possible to facilitate
various exits from the bankruptcy (of which an acquisition may be one). Consumerlevel data is a valuable asset that might be transferred in a bankruptcy. Furthermore,
the ability to access business-level customer data may be particularly attractive to a
potential suitor that is competitive with the bankrupt entity, or even competitive
with some of the business customers of the bankrupt entity whose data may be
subject to transfer. The cloud user is probably equally concerned about keeping its
data (regardless of type) private and out of third-party hands without its consent.
The cloud user’s options are closely tied to the language of the privacy policy of the
cloud provider. That language, along with an analysis by a “consumer privacy
ombudsman,”5 if one is appointed, will likely determine the fate of personally
identifiable information. The ombudsman uses a multi-factor assessment that
includes a review of (a) the potential gains or losses to consumers if the sale was
approved and (b) potential mitigating alternatives.6 Any transfer is likely to be under
privacy terms similar to those of the cloud provider. There is no equivalent analysis
undertaken by the ombudsman for business-level transaction data. Business data are
likely to be handled at the will of the bankruptcy court. The good news is that a cloud
user probably will not lose access to its data. However, a third-party suitor to the
bankrupt cloud provider may gain access to such data in the process.

Scenario 2: Cloud Provider Merges or Is Acquired. Any number of situations
could lead to the transfer of the cloud provider’s operation and the information
associated with it, to a third party. The most likely scenarios include the merger or
acquisition of the business, or the sale of a business unit or service line. Since a cloud
user is unlikely to be notified prior to the closing of a transaction, once again the
privacy policy is the best place to look to determine what would happen to user data
in such an event. The click wrap agreement will clarify the termination options
available to the cloud user should it be dissatisfied with the new ownership.
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Scenario 3: Cloud Provider Ceases to Do Business. As a best case, if there is an
orderly shutdown of a cloud provider as part of its cessation activities, the cloud user
may have the ability to retrieve its data as part of the shut-down activities. In the
event that a cloud provider simply walks away and shuts down the business, cloud
users are most likely left with only legal remedies, filing suit, for example, to attempt
to get access to its data.
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CLOUD AS A SERVICE

Cloud service delivery is divided among three archetypal models and
various derivative combinations. The three fundamental classifications are
often referred to as the “SPI Model,” where ‘SPI’ refers to Software,
Platform or Infrastructure (as a Service):

4.1 Software as a Service (SaaS)
Software as a Service (SaaS) is defined as “software that is deployed over the
internet. With SaaS, a provider licenses an application to customers either as a
service on demand, through a subscription, in a “pay-as-you-go” model, or
increasingly) at no charge when there is opportunity to generate revenue from
streams other than the user, such as from advertisement or user list sales.”

4.1.1 Where SaaS Makes Sense
Cloud computing generally and SaaS in particular, is a rapidly growing method of
delivering technology. That said, organizations considering a move to the Cloud will
want to consider which applications they move to SaaS. As such there are particular
solutions considered prime candidate for an initial move to SaaS;
• Vanilla offerings where the solution is largely undifferentiated. A good
example of a vanilla offering would include email where many times
competitors use the same software precisely because this fundamental
technology is a requirement for doing business, but does not itself confer
Understanding the Cloud Computing Stack:
• Applications where there is significant interplay between the organization and
the outside world. For example, email newsletter campaign software
• Applications that have a significant need for web or mobile access. An
example would be mobile sales management software
• Software that is only to be used for a short term need. An example would be
collaboration software for a specific project
• Software where demand spikes significantly, for example tax or billing
software used once a month
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4.1.2 Where not go for SaaS
 Applications where extremely fast processing of real time data is required
 Applications where legislation or other regulation does not permit data being
hosted externally
 Applications where an existing on-premise solution fulfills all of the
organization’s needs
Software as a Service may be the best known aspect of Cloud Computing, but
developers and organizations all around the world are leveraging Platform as a
Service, which mixes the simplicity of SaaS with the power of IaaS, to great effect.
4.1.3 More Examples of successful, self-service SaaS-model
startups.
 www.dropbox.com- online storage, synching and backup
 www.wufoo.com- online forms for small business
 www.surveymonkey.com - web surveys for businesses of all sizes
 www.ancestry.com- consumer focused genealogy research site
 www.seomoz.org- my company, focused on SEO tools & resources for
search marketing professionals
 www.constantcontact.com- email marketing
 www.webex.com- web collaboration
 www.intacct.com- accounting
 www.yammer.com- social networking for businesses
 www.zoho.com- productivity software
 www.bill.com- cash management
 www.scansafe.com- security
 www.successfactors.com- performance management
 www.vocus.com- PR management
 www.qualys.com- security
 www.ringcentral.com- PBX
 www.getsatisfactioon.com- crowd sourced customer support
 www.zendesk.com- help desk
 www.hubspot.com, www.marketo.com- online marketing
 www.workday.com– HR
 www.smartsheet.com- online project management and collaboration
 www.rhapsody.com- music subscription service
 www.spotify.com- similar to Rhapsody, but no software to download
 www.zuora.com- build your own cloud subscription service
 www.webengage.com- customer feedback and short survey tool for
websites
 freshbooks.com
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lesseverything.com
campaignmonitor.com

4.2 Platform as Service (PaaS)
PaaS can be defined as a computing platform that allows the creation of web
applications quickly and easily and without the complexity of buying and
maintaining the software and infrastructure underneath it. PaaS is analogous to
SaaS except that, rather than being software delivered over the web, it is a
platform for the creation of software, delivered over the web.
4.2.1 Characteristics of PaaS
 Services to develop, test, deploy, host and maintain applications in the same
integrated development environment. All the varying services needed to
fulfill the application development process
 Web based user interface creation tools help to create, modify, test and
deploy different UI scenarios
 Multi-tenant architecture where multiple concurrent users utilize the same
development application
 Built in scalability of deployed software including load balancing and failover
 Integration with web services and databases via common standards
 Support for development team collaboration – some PaaS solutions include
project planning and communication tools
 Tools to handle billing and subscription management
PaaS, which is similar in many ways to Infrastructure as a Service that will be
discussed below, is differentiated from IaaS by the addition of value added services
and comes in two distinct flavors;
1. A collaborative platform for software development, focused on workflow
management regardless of the data source being used for the application.
An example of this approach would be Heroku, a PaaS that utilizes the Ruby
on Rails development language.
2. A platform that allows for the creation of software utilizing proprietary data
from an application. This sort of PaaS can be seen as a method to create
applications with a common data form or type. An example of this sort of
platform would be the Force.com PaaS from Salesforce.com which is used
almost exclusively to develop applications that work with the Salesforce.com
CRM
4.2.2 Where PaaS Makes Sense
PaaS is especially useful in any situation where multiple developers will be working
on a development project or where other external parties need to interact with the
11

development process. As the case study below illustrates, it is proving invaluable for
those who have an existing data source – for example sales information from a
customer relationship management tool, and want to create applications which
leverage that data. Finally PaaS is useful where developers wish to automate testing
and deployment services.
The popularity of agile software development, a group of software development
methodologies based on iterative and incremental development, will also increase
the uptake of PaaS as it eases the difficulties around rapid development and iteration
of software.
4.2.3 Where PaaS May Not be the Best Option
 Where the application needs to be highly portable in terms of where it is
hosted
 Where proprietary languages or approaches would impact on the
development process
 Where a proprietary language would hinder later moves to another provider

Where application performance requires customization of the underlying
hardware and software
4.2.4 Examples of PaaS


AppScale by UC Santa Barbara



Engine Yard



App Engine by Google



Heroku by SalesForce.com



OpenShift by Red Hat



Windows Azure by Microsoft



Cloud Foundry by VMware



Web Fabric by Tier 3



Iron Foundry by Tier 3 extends Cloud Foundry



CaspioBridgeby Caspio



Process Factoryby Cordys



LongJump Cloud by LongJump.com



Visual PaaS by OrangeScape



TIBCO Silver by TIBCO Software



WaveMaker by VMware



WorkXpressPaaS by WorkXpress



BitNami Cloud Hosting by BitNami



Cloudsoft Monterey by Cloudsoft



PHPFog by AppFog
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WSO2



Stackato by ActiveState



Cloudify by GigaSpaces

4.3 Infrastructure as service
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) is a way of delivering Cloud Computing
infrastructure – servers, storage, network and operating systems – as an ondemand service. Rather than purchasing servers, software, datacenter space or
network equipment, clients instead buy those resources as a fully outsourced
service on demand.
4.3.1







Characteristics of IaaS
Instant deployment
Ability to rapidly scale
Lower TCO (Total Cost of Ownership)
Predictable uptime
Has a variable cost, utility pricing model
Generally includes multiple users on a single piece of hardware

4.3.2 Where IaaS Makes Sense
 Where demand is very volatile – any time there are significant spikes and
troughs in terms of demand on the infrastructure
 For new organizations without the capital to invest in hardware
 Where the organization is growing rapidly and scaling hardware would be
problematic
 Where there is pressure on the organization to limit capital expenditure and
to move to operating expenditure
 For specific line of business, trial or temporary infrastructural needs
4.3.3 Where IaaS May Not be the Best Option
 Where regulatory compliance makes the offshoring or outsourcing of data
storage and processing difficult
 Where the highest levels of performance are required, and on-premise or
dedicated hosted infrastructure has the capacity to meet the organization’s
needs
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4.3.4 List of IaaS services and their vendors
 Amazon Web Services has become the one to beat in the cloud
game, and Amazon EC2, its compute capacity play, set the standard
for spinning up and taking down cloud capacity quickly and
affordably with a pay-as-you-go model.
 AT&T: The communications giant's wireless network may get a lot
of guff, but there are no flies on AT&T's cloud computing services. Its
suite of Synaptic cloud offerings, which include Compute-as-aService and Storage-as-a- Service, comes with an SLA of 99.99
percent availability.
 BlueLock comes at the cloud from a different way, offering cloud
computing and managed services backed by VMware vCloud
Datacenter Services. Its data centers are secure and SAS-70 Type II
certified, so users know their cloud data is untouchable.
 CA came out of its corner swinging for a knockout punch. With
acquisitions over the past two years totaling more than $1 billion in
cloud buys, CA has amassed a cloud army ready to battle all comers.
 Cloudscaling: The company builds massive clouds for the world's
service providers, governments and enterprises via an open platform
and with a keen eye on performance and economics.
 Datapipe leverages Amazon Web Services' cloud infrastructure, it
makes its cloud computing plays unique by adding managed services
on top of Amazon EC2 to include monitoring, patching, change
management, deployment and more, giving users tools to manage
their cloud infrastructure.
 ENKI may not be a household name, but the company is making
waves with its roster of cloud computing services. And it’s
PrimaCloud managed cloud computing service play offers scalable
virtual private data centers with performance and reliability at their
core.
 Enomaly: From the great white North comes Enomaly, with its
Elastic Computing Platform (ECP), which has been heralded as the
first true Infrastructure-as-a- Service company. Enomaly'sIaaS play
boasts massive scale, high reliability and an arsenal of features in a
lightweight platform.
 Eucalyptus: Private cloud infrastructure is the name of the game
for Eucalyptus, which makes software that powers enterprise and
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government cloud computing environments. Eucalyptus offers an
open-source way to efficiently use cloud capacity to beef up
productivity and innovation.
GoGrid prides itself on being the biggest pure-play Infrastructureas- a-Service company in the world. Its infrastructure lets businesses
deploy and manage apps in the cloud platform within minutes and
with flexibility that separates it from the Johnny-comelatelies.
HP BladeSystem Matrix: The big boys have been a bit slow to the
cloud, but not HP. Its HP BladeSystem Matrix play lays the
foundation for the private cloud and provisions infrastructure and
apps while cutting ownership costs up to an estimated 56 percent.

Joyent: The software stack is the cornerstone of Joyent's cloud
computing prowess. With a seven-year legacy in the cloud, Joyent
developed the full software stack for its SmartDataCenter play,
which it offers to service providers to deliver their own cloud
services.
LayeredTechWith a cache of managed dedicated hosting, on
demand grid/virtualization computing and Web services, Layered
Tech's infrastructure helps businesses break free of the shackles of
hardware and get into the cloud with its secure IT infrastructure
hosted in top-tier data centers.
LogicWorks: With its infiniCloud play, Logicworks provides the
ability to spin up and run virtual servers in minutes starting at 6 cents
an hour. And if private cloud is your desire, Logicworks offers singletenant VM solutions to build a private cloud.
NaviSite: Recently acquired by Time Warner Cable, NaviSite
evolved from hosting to offering Managed Cloud Services for ondemand provisioning of IT services like apps, messaging, servers,
storage and networks for enterprises. NaviSite promises usagebased billing, unrivaled SLAs and top-notch support.
OpSource has outgrown its traditional hosting roots with its public
cloud IaaS, OpSource Cloud Hosting, a pay-as-you-go cloud
infrastructure that OpSource guarantees has tight security, control,
support for integration and, most importantly, 100 percent
availability.

RackSpace: While formally known as Rackspace Hosting,
Rackspace Cloud is taking over. And with Rackspace's Cloud Servers
infrastructure play, the top cloud dog of Texas is rivaling the major
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players with its select-asize, customizable IaaS backed by
Rackspace's own "fanatical support."
Savvis Symphony: Late last year, Savvis launched Savvis
Symphony, its suite of enterprise-focused cloud solutions to let
businesses break free from IT infrastructure. Savvis says its cloud
infrastructure can reduce capital expense, improve service levels and
keep enterprises at the forefront of cloud innovation.
Terremark: When Verizon acquired Terremark, it vowed to let the
business run as it had. That was smart. Terremark is a cloud
infrastructure darling leveraging top-notch data centers to give
governments and enterprises agility, scale and savings with its
Enterprise Cloud offering.
Verizon makes it no secret that it wants the cloud and wants it now.
With its Computing-as-a-Service play for the enterprise, which also
has an SMB flavor, and its Terremark buy, Verizon is ahead of its
competitors in the cloud game.

4.4 Cloud as a deployment model








Private cloud -- The cloud infrastructure is operated solely for an
organization. It may be managed by the organization or a third party and
may exist on premise or off premise.
Community cloud -- The cloud infrastructure is shared by several
organizations and supports a specific community that has shared concerns
(e.g., mission, security requirements, policy, and compliance considerations).
It may be managed by the organizations or a third party and may exist on
premise or off premise.
Public cloud -- The cloud infrastructure is made available to the general
public or a large industry group and is owned by an organization selling cloud
services.
Hybrid cloud -- The cloud infrastructure is a composition of two or more
clouds (private, community, or public) that remain unique entities but are
bound together by standardized or proprietary technology that enables data
and application portability (e.g., cloud bursting for load-balancing between
clouds).
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LOAD BALANCING
STRATEGIES ON THE CLOUD
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Deployment Setups on the Cloud
5.1 Single "All-in-one" Server
The very basic solution, use one of the "All-in-one" Server Templates, such as
the LAMP (Linux, Apache, MySQL, PHP) to launch a single server that
contains a web server (Apache), as well as your application (PHP) and
database (MySQL). For personal websites or very small scale business. It is
useful for testing your model on trial or free instances.

5.2 Non-Redundant 3-Tier Architecture
If you are only testing the interactivity between each tier of your
architecture, you may want to use a non-redundant system architecture to
save on costs and resources. Since it is a non-redundant system architecture
it is primarily used for basic test and development purposes. In the example
diagram below, there are dedicated servers for each tier of the
application/site. A non-redundant architecture is not recommended for
production environments.
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5.3 Redundant 3-tier Architecture
Any production environment that is launched in the cloud should also have a
redundant architecture for failover and recovery purposes. Typically, you will
use a Server Array for your application tier to take advantage of autoscaling
in the cloud; however there may be some scenarios where your application is
not designed to autoscale. In such cases, you can still create a redundant
multi-tier architecture where you have redundancy at each tier of your
reference architecture. In the example below, there are two load balancer
servers, two application servers, as well as master and slave database
servers. A redundant architecture will help protect your site/application from
system downtime.
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This example diagram also demonstrates the use of a striped volume set at
the database tier. If your database is large and requires faster backups, you
may consider using a set of striped volumes for data storage.

5.4 Multi-Datacenter Architecture
If your cloud infrastructure supports multiple datacenters (or zones), it's
recommended that you spread your system architecture across multiple
datacenters to add another layer of redundancy and protection. Each
datacenter in a cloud is designed to be an isolated segment inside the
same geographical cloud. So if a power failure occurs in one datacenter,
the other datacenters will be unaffected. For example, in AWS, each EC2
Region (cloud) may have multiple Availability Zones (datacenters). The
benefit of using multiple datacenters is to protect your entire
site/application from being negatively affected by some type of
network/power failure, lack of available resources, or service outage that's
specific to a particular datacenter.
As a best practice you should always leverage multiple datacenters in your
reference architecture if they are supported by the cloud infrastructure. In
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the other reference architecture diagrams below, it's also recommended
that you use multiple datacenters even though it's not explicitly shown in
the diagrams.

5.5 Autoscaling Architecture
One of the key benefits of the cloud is the ability to horizontally scale
(i.e. grow or shrink the number of running server resources) as the demands
of your application/site change over time. Autoscaling is most commonly
used for the application tier of your cloud reference architecture.

5.6 Scalable Architecture with Membase
If you do not want to use a Master-Slave MySQL setup, you could also use
Membase (Couchbase) nodes for your database tier, which is a distributed
NoSQL database, which replicates data across all of the Membase nodes.
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5.7 Scalable Multi-Tier Architecture with Memcached
For applications/sites that require lots of reads from the database and serve a lot of
static content, you might want to add a Memcached layer to your cloud system
architecture to offload a read-heavy database. Memcached is an open source
distributed memory object caching system that's ideal for speeding up dynamic web
applications by alleviating database load. In the example diagram below, the
application servers can still make writes to the database, but many commonly used
objects will be retrieved from one of the Memcached servers instead of the MasterDB server.
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SAMPLE PRODUCTION
ARCHITECTURE OF LARGE
SITES
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Here are some examples of large web platforms and the cloud architecture they
chose to deploy for scaling.
6.1 IDoneThiS
Scaling An Email-Based App From Scratch
Stats







10k inbound emails/day
40k outgoing emails/day, most of them happen over the peak hours
when it is 6p in the US and are expected to arrive as scheduled.
A few web-requests per second, in bursts.
1GB of user content, 5GB database
Documents are indexed for searching in real time
All of it is handled using a single xlarge EC2 instance.

Stack








python for almost everything
django for the web interface
apache + mod_wsgi
postgresql
incoming email is handled with the sendgrid parse API and a custom
email processor written in python in-house
coffeescript, backbone, jquery, and sass
lucene + solr for searching running behind a jetty instance

Scaling
As the number of incoming and outgoing emails increased we considered
switching to a multi-server architecture. However, this started adding a lot of
complexity to our continuous deployment library. So, instead of optimizing,
wejust bought a bigger computer and built a load and performance
monitoring system. Currently iDoneThis runs on a single xlarge EC2 instance.
We could get away with a few small instances by doing some work, but we
prefer to optimize for simplicity and developer time instead.
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6.2 Pinterest
Driven by Amazon cloud scalability
Stats


One of the fastest growing sites in history. Cites AWS for making it
possible to handle 18 million visitors in March 2012, a 50% increase from
the previous month, with very little IT infrastructure.

Stack
 Written in Python and Django
Scaling and Costings
 Pay for what you use saves money. Most traffic happens in the
afternoons and evenings, so they reduce the number of instances at
night by 40%. At peak traffic $52 an hour is spent on EC2 and at night,
during off peak, the spend is as little as $15 an hour.
 80 million objects stored in S3 with 410 terabytes of user data, 10x what
they had in August 2011. EC2 instances have grown by 3x. Around $39K
for S3 and $30K for EC2.
 150 EC2 instances in the web tier
 90 instances for in-memory caching, which removes database load
 35 instances used for internal purposes
 70 master databases with a parallel set of backup databases in different
regions around the world for redundancy
 Sharding is used, a database is split when it reaches 50% of capacity,
allows easy growth and gives sufficient IO capacity
 ELB is used to load balance across instances. The ELB API makes it easy
to move instances in and out of production.
 The cloud supports easy and low cost experimentation. New services can
be tested without buying new servers, no big up front costs.


Hadoop-based Elastic Map Reduce is used for data analysis and costs
only a few hundred dollars a month.

6.3 Friends for Scale
A 300 Million Page View/Month Facebook RoR App
Stats



10th most popular application on Facebook.
Nearly 600,000 active users.
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Half a million unique visitors a day and growing fast.
300 million page views a month.
300% monthly growth rate, but that is plateauing.
million unique visitors in the past month
200 requests per second.
5TB of bandwidth per month.













Ruby on Rails
CentOS 5 (64 bit)
Capistrano - update and restart application servers.
Memcached
MySQL
Nginx
Starling - distributed queue server
Softlayer - hosting service
Pingdom - for website monitoring
LVM - logical volume manager
Dr. Nics Magic Multi-Connections Gem - split database reads and writes
to servers

Stack

Scaling







4 DB servers, 6 application servers, 1 staging server, and 1 front end
server.
6, 4 core 8 GB application servers.
Each application server runs 16 mongrels for a total of 96 mongrels. –
4 GB memcache instance on each application server
2 32GB 4 core servers with 4x 15K SCSI RAID 10 disks in a master-slave
setup
2 part time (now full time), and 1 remote DBA contractor.
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OLD DATACENTER VS. NEW
CLOUD

Old Datacenter

New Cloud

Licensed and Installed Applications

SaaS (Workday, Pagerduty, EMR)

Central SQL Database

Distributed Key/Value NoSQL

Sticky In-Memory Session

Shared Memory Cache Session

Tangled Service Interfaces

Layered Service Interfaces

Instrumented Code

Instrumented Service Patterns

Fat Complex Objects

Lightweight Serialized Objects

Components as Jar Files

Components as Services

Chatty Protocols

Latency Tolerant Protocols

Manual and Static Tools

Automated and Scalable Tools

SA/Database/Storage/Networking Admins

NoOps/OpsDoneMaturelyButStillOps

Monolithic Software Development

Teams Organized around Services

Monolithic Applications

Building Your Own PaaS

Static and Slow Growing Capacity

Incremental and Fast Growing Capacity

Heavy Process/Meetings/Tickets/Waiting

Better Business Agility

Single Location

Massive Geographical Distribution

Vendor Supply Chains

Direct to Developer

Focus on How Much it Costs

Focus on How Much Value it Brings

Ownership/CapEx

Leasing/OpEx/Spot/Reserved/On Demand
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HOW TO DEPLOY – THE
RIGHT QUESTIONS TO ASK

8.1 What are your stats? How big is your system?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

How many unique visitors daily
How many page views per month
What is your in/out bandwidth usage?
How many documents, do you server? How many images? How much data?
What is your user churn?
How many accounts have been active in the past month?

Sample Answers:
We had more than half a million unique visitors yesterday and growing fast. We're on
track to do more than 300 million page views this month.
We used around 3 terabytes of bandwidth last month. This month should be at least
5TB or so. This number is just for a few icons and XHTML/CSS.
We do have around 10 million user profiles though.
User Churn is around 1% per day, with a growth rate of 3% or so per day in terms of
installed users.
We had roughly 2.1 million unique visitors in the past month according to Google.
7. How fast are you growing?
Sample Answers:
We went from around 3M page views per day a month ago to more than 10M page
views a day. A month before that we were doing 1M page views per day. So that's
around a 300% monthly growth rate but that is plateauing. On a request per second
basis, we get around 200 requests per second.

8.2 What is your Platform/Stack?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

What language do you use?
What operating system?
Which application server?
Which database?
Which web server?
Which web framework/Ajax library do you use?
Which real time messaging framework do you use?
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8. Which distributed job messaging system do you use?

8.3 What is your application use Case? What particular
design/architecture/implementation challenges does your system
have?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Is every request dynamic
Do you use page caching?
Is it a read-intensive or a write-intensive application?
Is every page re-load causing a SQL call?
Do you use fragment caching?
How are you handling session management
Do you use any real-time messaging framework?
How is your database architected? Master/slave?Shard?Other?
Do you rely on storage virtualization
What is your object and content caching strategy?
What is your client side caching strategy?
How do you handle ad-serving?

8.4 What should you use? And How?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.


How many application servers? How many web servers?
Which dedicated frontend proxy balancer (like static server running nginx)?
How much ram to allocate per application server?
Which Distributed queue?
How many background processes?
How many Raid disks? How many masters/slaves?
Which reverse proxy?
What should be the storage strategy?
How to allocate all these? How to provision such machines?

Sample Answers





We have 12 servers in the cluster.
4 DB servers, 6 application servers, 1 staging server, and 1 front end server.
We just use nginx's built in proxy balancer.
For storage strategy, We use NAS for backups but internal SCSI drives for our
production boxes.
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For load balancing, we do it in software via nginx.
You can use a dedicated front end proxy balancer / static web server running
nginx, which may proxy directly to say 6, 4 core 8 GB application servers.
Each application server runs 16 mongrels for a total of 96 mongrels. The
front end load balancer proxies directly to the mongrel ports. In addition, we
run a 4 GB memcache instance on each application server, along with a
local starling distributed queue server and misc background processes.
On the DB layer, we have 2 32GB 4 core servers with 4x 15K SCSI RAID 10
disks in a master-slave setup.
We use DrNic's magic multi-connection's gem in production split reads and
writes to each box.
We also get help from Percona (the mysqlperformanceblog guys) for remote
DBA work.
On the database side we're still with a monolithic master and we're trying to
push off sharding for as long as we can. We're still vertically scaled on the
database side and I think we can get away with it for quite some time.

8.5 How to Manage and Monitor Your System?
1. How do check global availability and simulate end-user performance?
Sample Answer:
We use Pingdom for external website monitoring - they're really good.

2. How do you health check your server and networks?
Sample Answer:
Right now we're just relying on our external monitoring and Softlayer's ping monitoring. We're investigating
FiveRuns for monitoring as a possible solution to server monitoring.

3. How you do graph network and server statistics and trends?
4. How do you test your system?
Sample Answer:
We deploy to staging and run some sanity tests, then we do a deploy to all application servers.

5. How you analyze performance?
Sample Answer
We trace back every SQL query in development to make sure we're not doing any unnecessary calls or
model instantiations. Other than that, we haven't done any real benchmarking.

6. How do you implement web analytics?
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Sample Answer:
We use a home grown metrics tracking system for virality optimization,
and we also use Google Analytics.

7. Do you do A/B testing?

8.6 How Is Your Data Center Setup?
1. How do you backup and restore your system?
Sample Answer:
We use LVM to do incrementals on a weekly and daily basis.

2. How are software and hardware upgrades rolled out?
Sample Answer:
We use capistrano to update and restart our application servers.

3. How do you handle major changes in database schemas on upgrades?
Sample Answer:
We usually migrate on a slave first and then just switch masters.

4. Do you use a content delivery network? If so, which one and what for?

8.7 Lessons Learned The Hard Way
 Anything scales on the right architecture. Focus on architecture and operations.
 You need a good DBA, good host, and good well configured hardware.
 With caching and the heavy duty servers available today, you can go a long time
without adopting more complicated database architectures.
 The social graph is real. It's truly staggering the number of accessible users on
Facebook with the right well implemented viral application.
 Most performance problems are in the database. Look to the database server, the
database configuration, the query, or the use and non-use of indexes.
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COMPARING CLOUD
PROVIDERS

Criteria’s for comparing Cloud providers


Pricing Plan – Providers offer pay-as-you-go (usually hourly) plans, monthly
pricing plans, “membership” discounts (where the user receives a discount in
usage rates in exchange for an extra yearly payment), or any combination
thereof. The more options provided, the better, but the pay-as-you-go model
is the most interesting stand-alone option, since it allows for more finegrained usage control. Only the prominently displayed payment plans were
considered.



Average Monthly Price – Estimated cost in US$ for a 1 CPU, 2GB RAM cloud
server (or the nearest best option), averaged over datacenters for companies
with location-based pricing, and averaged over Windows/Linux servers. When
available, hourly pricing was used, based on 730-hour months. Otherwise,
monthly pricing was used. Excludes data transfer costs.



Service Level Agreement (SLA) – The uptime SLA offered (regardless of past
performance), in percentage points.
Number of Datacenters – The number of datacenters offered as a choice
when deploying cloud servers.




Certifications – If the vendor has compliance- and security-related
certifications, such as PCI or SAS 70.



Scale Up – If it is possible to scale up individual cloud server instances by
adding more memory, extra CPUs or more storage space.



Scale Out – If it is possible to quickly deploy new server instances.



Support – A three-level subjective scale:
o Poor – Companies that only offer on-line forums for free; any other
support must be paid
o Average – Companies that offer a single type of 24x7 support for free
(either phone-based or on-line chat), in addition to forums
o Extensive – Companies with multiple support offerings included in the
base price
Monitoring – Another three-level subjective scale:
o Poor – Companies that have no monitoring/alert solutions integrated,
requiring the deployment of third-party tools or that extra services be
purchased
o Average – Companies with very simple integrated monitoring tools
(few indicators or no alerting)
o Extensive – Companies with very complete integrated monitoring
tools offered for no additional cost
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APIs – If the company offers APIs to interact with the servers or not.



Free Tier – If the provider has a “free trial” tier that customers can use to test
the service. Supported operating systems – The number of supported
operating systems, regardless of version, available as a pre-configured image.



Number of Instance Types – The number of different server configurations
available. Some providers offer fully customizable servers in terms of CPU,
these are listed as “configurable”.



Cost of Outbound Data Transfer – The cost, in US$, for each GB of outbound
data sent from the server. Companies that offer a per second (Mbps)
connection for free have costs listed as zero.



Cost of Inbound Data Transfer – Same as above, but for inbound data.
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About
R E F E RConsulting
ENCES
Atlogys Technical
Who are we?

A group of Ex-Google, Ex-Carnegie Mellon and Ex-IIT computer scientists
and software engineers who are super passionate about technology.
What We Do?
We act as your CTO (Chief Technology Officer) to take full ownership of your
technology.

Atlogys is an IT consulting company comprising of extremely passionate and
technically sound computer scientists and software engineers from Google,
Carnegie Mellon and IIT.
We believe that the process of offshore software development is inefficient and
expensive for the end customer. Our goal is to enhance this process by

making it TURNKEY, RELIABLE AND HASSLE-FREE.
We do this by working for you as your CTO.

We provide detailed and personalized techno-business strategy on your product
 We do detailed architecture design for your application  We manage the
complete offshore lifecycle and delivery of your software project with your
development vendor We Offer an extra Engineering Eye for Detail to ensure
your product is 360 degree complete with respect to performance, security,
scalability.
Engage us on your next software masterpiece … so you can focus
on your business while we handle all of your software!
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